Add your preferred database as a Search Provider

This feature requires the following minimum browser:
- Internet Explorer 7 or later
- Firefox 3.X or later

To add a Search Provider on your browser, please go to Ovid Resource Center (http://resourcecenter.ovidsp.com) > Librarian Toolkit, Tools & Widgets:

Alternatively you may also use this URL below:

http://www.ovid.com/site/resources/library_tools_widgets.jsp#2

Please note the Search Providers above are all prepared for the OvidSP Basic Search (natural language) mode. If you prefer Advanced Search (syntax) mode, please contact support@ovid.com to obtain a different URL for your preferred Search Provider(s)

After adding the Search provider you will be able to search directly in the database from your browser. If your preferred database is not listed, or if you want to search a combination of databases please send a request to support@ovid.com
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Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact Ovid Support Department at support@ovid.com